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         Oriendam- an acronym embodying the fusion between the Orient and Amsterdam is 
the name of the last project Secret Garden had taken up. It consisted of a series of events, the 
first of which was held on the 27th of April, 2017 at Mezrab venue at Veemkade, Amsterdam. 
An oriental theme party at Akhnaton on Nieuwezijds, Kolk 25 followed on the 1st of May, until 
Oriendam came to an end with a visit to the House of Representatives in The Hague on the 
9th of May.
In its ongoing efforts to support LGBTQI refugees and asylum seekers with ethnic back-
grounds in the Netherlands, Secret Garden aimed to sound, through Oriendam, the voice of 
persecuted LGBTQI people, discriminated against by their families, compatriots and authori-
ties back in their home country.

Oriendam event at Mezrab
Guests and contributors arriving to the venue were welcomed on reminiscent Oriental per-
cussions by Allen from Iraq. A loop slideshow was playing the schedule of the evening among 
pictures of LGBTQI refugees from Secret Garden. A contemporary oriental performance by 
Alaa Ammar from Syria opened the evening. A word of welcome by the founder and director 
of Secret Garden Emir Belatoui followed, through which he greeted and thanked everyone for 
attending. Belatoui then passed the floor to Bart Mijland, the chairman of the event and later 
moderator of the debates that took place.

The first screened documenta-
ry was The Crossing, a 24-minute 
sneak peek into a bigger project 
funded by the Stedelijk Museum 
and directed by Carlos Motta. Mot-
ta is a multi-disciplinary artist and 
film director, whose work draws 
mainly “upon political history in 
an attempt to create counter nar-
ratives that recognise suppressed 
histories, communities, and iden-
tities. His work is known for its en-
gagement with histories of queer 
culture and activism and for its 

insistence that the politics of sex and gender represent an opportunity to articulate definite 
positions against social and political injustice” (http://carlosmotta.com/resumebio/). A Skype 
video call with Motta followed the screening of the documentary, during which he elaborated 
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on the cooperation with the Stedlijk museum for an upcoming exhibition between the 16th 
of September 2017 and the 7th of January 2018 (http://www.stedelijk.nl/en/exhibitions/car-
los-motta-the-crossing). Motta also discussed the challenges he faced while working on such 
a sensitive topic and ended the call by inviting everyone to attend the exhibition.

Belatoui took to the stage again to present the book “The True Fate of LGBTQI Refugees in the 
Netherlands”. The book was conceived, photographed and designed by art director Taoufik
  

Abdennabi in coordination with Secret Garden. Belatoui invited Bella Stevens on stage to 
share her experience in conducting the interviews with the refugees featured in the book. 
Maria Visser, activist and supporter of the LGBTQI community in Amsterdam received the 
first copy of the book and commended Secret Garden for all the diligent and hard work they 
have been putting out. Selected photographs from the book were also displayed in large prints 
on the walls of the venue for attendees to appreciate.

Later, a panel discussion moderated by Bart Mijland was held, wherein Carla Pieters - an ac-
tivist and volunteer at Secret Garden, Mala Badi - an activist and refugee from Morocco, Olave 

Basabose - from the Dutch Party 
Article 1 and Simon Blom - from 
the Green Left Party took the 
stage to debate the situation of 
LGBTQI refugees in the Nether-
lands. The discussion revolved 
mainly around the homophobic 
bullying that refugees endure in 
the camps and the little action 
taken by the administrators of 
these camps in the account of 
those creating and perpetrating 

this hostile environment. In congruence with the central message of the book by Abdennabi, 
the panel called for more supervision at the camps to ensure the safety of LGBTQI refugees 
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and strongly advocated for the establishment of a separate camp for them. “People are being 
taken and fucked against their will, otherwise they will be threatened to be brought back to their home 
countries if they do not comply. Some refugees know nothing about their rights as refugees in the Neth-
erlands” reported a furious Pieters about the situation at the camps. Insightful interventions 
by the audience shed light on the seriousness and complication of the issue, in view of the 
late rise of islamophobia and racism, as perfect ingredients for a growing and menacing ho-
mophobia around the world. Representatives from the COC and the AZC commended the cou-
rageous work of Secret Garden and avowed that problems as such need time to reach official 
decision-makers and resolve.

Dinner was served at 18:30. Guests, organisers and refugees got the opportunity to socialise 
over a dinner prepared by the refugees themselves and ambled the venue to contemplate Ab-
dennabi’s art photography on a beautiful folkloric singing of a selection of “muwashahat” by 
Rami from Syria. 

After dinner, a second documentary on gay emancipation within migrant communities was 
screened. Realised by Menne Vell-
inga, a Dutch audio-visual produc-
er, journalist and LGBTQ activist 
in the Netherlands (http://www.
mennevellinga.nl/menne/), the 
documentary consisted of several 
interviews conducted by Emir Be-
latoui himself with refugees at Se-
cret Garden with different ethnic 
backgrounds and sexual orienta-
tions. Anwar Alshafie, Donia Zina, 
Miriam Jafari with her son Navid 
Ketabi, Zohreh Khalili Pour and Armin Ahmadi were among the featured participants in the 
documentary who attended the event. They were called on stage and given the time to share 
their stories and answer questions addressed to them by the audience and Chairman Bart Mi-
jland. The story of Mariam, an Iranian mother who managed to accept and embrace her son 
Navid despite all the challenges she was bound to face against a conservative Iranian society 
was a very emotional story. Navid also talked about his own journey as a gay man in Iran and 
how strong and empowered he felt to his mother’s embrace.

Oriendam allotted the remainder of the evening for fashion and entertainment. Glamorous 
drag-queen Jennifer Hopelezz (owner of Club Church and the gay sauna in Amsterdam) and 
Lollipopers hosted a fashion show that featured a collection of designs by George Elias and 
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Jamal Saadi from Syria and Maytham Hanoun from Iraq. To a lively beat, models paraded 
the venue and showcased the creative outfits and accessories, such as bags made of recycled 
materials. Miram from Egypt belly danced the night out and mesmerised the audience with 
some of her elegant moves.

Oriendam Party at Akhnaton

 After all the hard work put out by the members and 
volunteers at Secret Garden, a lively Oriental party was 
well-deserved! Drag queens and stylish refugees dressed 
up in costumes welcomed the guests and invitees at the 
door of the club. A friendly party atmosphere was
animated by DJ Nisrine from Lebanon and DJ Cesar from 
Iran- who played a collection of old and new Arabic and 
Persian pop releases, to which a mixed crowd from dif-
ferent backgrounds and nationalities moved and belly 
danced till the first morning lights. Great dance shows 
and performances put up by refugees entertained the 
crowd and spiced up the night with an Arabic flavour. Mr. 
Leather Amsterdam 2017 Raymond Timmer was also pres-
ent to support Secret Garden in their effort to help and 
support LGBTQI refugees in Amsterdam.

Petition presentation at the House of Representatives in The Hague

The goal of the petition was to create a safe haven for LGBTQI refugees, where they can be 
themselves during their asylum procedure, far from discrimination, bullying and violence 
against them. Members of the commission of Safety and Justice received the petition in hand 
and promised to discuss its content and communicate its outcomes with us. Further, Secret 
Garden made it clear that the LGBTQI refugees did not feel safe in the actual refugee camps 
and the COA (the organisation responsible for shelter) who is still, until this very moment, 
unable to guarantee the security of 
this target group. Despite the mate-
rial and evidence that Secret Garden 
had presented in the previous years 
to different ministers like Geert Leers 
and the state secretaries Dijkhoff, 
Teeven and Albayrakthe about the 
true life of LGBTQI in the refugees 
camps, the situation is still unre-
solved and the perpetrators were nev-
er arrested, interrogated or punished. 
For now, we can only hope that the commission’s decision about the petition will be as posi-
tive as promised. In the meantime and despite all the challenges we face every day, our efforts 
at Secret Garden to support LGBTQI refugees continue.


